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To all, whon, it navy concern: r 
Beit known that I, CHARLEs E. PETERSON, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Minneapolis, in the county of Hennepin and 
State of Minnesota, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Type-Writer 
Platens; and I do hereby declare the follow 
ing to be a full, clear, and exact description 
of the invention, such as will enable others 
skilled in the art to which it appertains to 
make and use the same. 
My invention relates totype-writerplatens, 

and has for its object to provide certain im 
provements therein with a view of securing 
greater efficiency. 
To this end my invention consists of the 

novel devices and combinations of devices 
hereinafter described, and defined in the 
claims. 
The invention is illustrated in the accom 

panying drawings, wherein like notations re 
fer to like parts throughout the several views. 

In said drawings, Figure 1 is a plan view 
showing my improved platen detached with 
some parts removed. Fig. 2 is a right end 
elevation with respect to Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a 
section on the line acac of Fig. 1, and Fig. 4 
is a front elevation of the paper-guard or 
guide-shield detached. 
The main or platen roller C is mounted in 

bearing-brackets b, fixed to the ends of the 
base-plated in the usual or any suitable way. 
The bearing-brackets b are of proper form 
to afford forward extensions, with bearing 
slots b', in which slots are mounted the jour 
nals of a feed-shaft c, having fixed thereto a 
series of small rubber rollers c'. The rollers 
c' and the shaft c are outward of the paper 
guard or guide-shield f, and the small rollers 
c' work through openings f' in said paper 
guide f, as clearly shown in Figs. 1 and 3. 
The paper-guide fis provided with end lugs 
f', which also work in the bearing-slots b'. 
A pair of springs f are applied to react 
against inward extensions of the bearing 
brackets b and the journals of the feed-shaft 
c, thereby putting said feed-shaft under ten 
sion and holding the rollers c thereof in fric 
tional contact with the main or platen roller 
a or against the face of the paper h, when the 
latter is in working position between the pa 
per-guide and the platen-roller (i. 

The platen-roller a is provided at its right 
end with the usual finger-disk a' and a suit 
able ratchet-disk a for coöperation with line 
feed and lock-pawl devices. (Not shown, but 
which may be of the usual or any suitable 
form.) In practice the platenis also provided 
on its base at the rear with a feed rack or 
ratchet for coöperation with a suitable es 
capement device under the control of the 
keyboard to effect the lateral travel or letter 
feed of the platen. 
The paper-guidef, being mounted with its 

end lugs f in the bearing-slots b' and located 
between the feed-shaft c and the platen-roller 
a, is loosely held in proper working position 
with perfect freedom to adapt itself to the 
different thicknesses of paper h or manifold 
sheets which may be fed between the same 
and the rollers. - 
As the feed-shaft. c is under tension from 

the springs f, it is of course obvious that 
when the platen-roller a is turned by hand 
the feed-rollers c' and the shaft c will receive 
motion from the platen-roller under the fric 
tional contact between the parts, and hence 
the platen-roller and the feed-rollers will turn 
in the proper direction for coöperation to feed 
the paper h in either direction desired. The 
feed-rollers c', being under the yielding ten 
sion from the springsf, will adapt themselves 
to the thickness of the paper or manifold 
sheets being fed between the platen and the 
feed-rollers, and the paper-guidef, being free, 
will also adapt itself by moving outward, so 
as to afford the desired clearance for the easy 
feed of the paper. Otherwise stated, the ten 
sion from the springs f takes effect on the 
feed-rollers c' and not on the paper-guide.f. 
The feed-rollers c' are of sufficient size to af 
ford the required amount of clearance be 
tween the feed-shaft c and the platen-roller 
a, so as to insure this freedom of adjustment 
of the paper-guide f. 
In practice I have found that this combina 

tion of parts affords an extremely efficient 
form of paper-feed devices on type-writer 
platens. The paper-guide cannot interfere 
with the feed movement of the paper, and as 
the platen-roller and the feed-rollers act on 
opposite sides of the paper a reliable and posi 
tive feed is insured. Moreover, inasmuch as 
a series of the feed-rollers c' are employed, 
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acting against the platen-roller at several dif- feed-roller acts on the platen-roller, substan- 20 
ferent points crosswise of the paper, a par 
allel or even feed of the paper will be in 
sured. There is no tendency of the sheet of 
paper to go askew. 

It is of course obvious that my invention 
herein disclosed is capable of modification 
of construction without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. w 
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let 

ters Patent of the United States, is as follows: 
1. The combination with a main or platen 

roller, of a feed-roller yieldingly mounted for 
coöperation with the main or platen roller, 
and a paper-guide loosely mounted on shift 
ing pivots and working between said rollers 
with freedom for universal adjustments to 
adapt itself to said platen-roller and provided 
with one or more openings through which the 

tially as described. 
2. The combination with a main or platen 

roller, and end brackets or supports having 
slots b', of the spring-pressed feed-roller hav 
ing projecting trunnions working in said slots 
b', and the paper-guide f having trunnions or 
projections falso working in said slots b', 
said paper-guide further having openings f' 
through which the sections of the feed-roller 
act on the platen-roller, substantially as de 
scribed. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 
CHARLES E. PETERSON. 

Witnesses: 
JAS. F. WILLIAMSON, 
ELIZABETH. KELIHER. 
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